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Abst rac t 
In this thesis, we tackle two computer graphics problems* 1) The modelling 
of natural imperfections and’ 2) Improvemeiit on tlie clustered-dot space filling 
curve halftoning method, 
The modelling of aatuial imperfections is a techniq朋 to introduce blemishes 
onto the object surfaces in ordar to achieve the goal of realism. In this project, 
we present a new frajnework of modelling of such surface imperfections. The 
framework consists of two pliases: Firstly, a tmdency ¥alue? which represents 
the potential of a 卯rfeee point of interest beiag imperfect (e.g. with scratches, 
rusted, etc.). Is calculated based on the object orientation to all abstract imper-
fection sources. It is then adjusted by the external factors, like surface exposure, 
scraping and surface curvature, etc. Secondly, a chaotic imperfection pattern is 
generated according to this calculated teadetic^. We have applied this frame-
work to model two common kinds of imperfections: dust accumulation and 
scratching. Some promising images afe resulted. 
Two common problems exist in ^lost of the existing digital halftoning tech-
niques. Tkey are the presence of annoying visual artifacts and ink smudging 
which introduces intensity error to the final appearance of the halftone. In 
1991, a clustered-dot space filling curve halftoning technique was proposed. It 
reduces both problems effectively. However, a new problem arises. It suffers 
from excessive blurring when the cluster size increases. In this thesis, we pro-
pose two improvements, selective precipitation and adaptive clustering, on the 
Si 
former method to minimize these blurring effects. Selective precipitation out-
puts the sequence of black dots at the position where the sum of the gray values 
of the corresponding pixels on the original image is the highest. Adaptive clus-
tering uses a ID edge detection filter to find the sharp edges and adaptively 
adjust the size of the clusters so that they would not cross over the sharp edges. 
Hence, the sharpness of fine details is retained without the need of image pre-
filtering. By calculating a Gibbs measure and the length of the perimeter of the 
resulting black pixels as objective image quality measures, we have shown that 
images dithered by our methods do have better quality than the one produced 
by the original clustered-dot space filling curve halftoning technique. 
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In the course of this research, two different topics in computer graphks are tack-
led, They are the digital iiijftoning with spa犹 filling curve and the modelling 
of natural imperfections. 
1.1 The Modelling of Natural Imperfections 
One can easily synthesize realistic image of perfectly clean objects using state of 
the art computer graphics technologies, However^ objects in reality are seldom 
free from biemiihes. Surfaces in real life are usually covered with different kinds 
of imperfections such as dust, scretckeg, rust，splatehes, moM and stains. 
To achieve the goal of photo-realism, tjae modelling of natoral imperfection 
clearly cannot be neglected, Thii is especially important in film production, 
since the computer generated objects are usually overlaid with li^adiioai Bcmm 
[ROBE93]. Surfaces without blemishes make a scene looks unnatural and disso-
nant. 
We state some criteria in order to make a modelling teclmiqiie useful： 
• The technique should simulate the phenomenon realistically. 
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• The technique should provide sufficient control for the user to design the 
effect that he/she desires. 
• The technique should take care of all small details automatically, leaving 
the user to Gonccntrate on the djssign of global appeatancc. 
• The technique should be efficient enough to prevent the rendering process 
from being slowed down. 
• The teclmiqtLe should be compatible with traditional rendering techniques, 
so that, it can be easily plugged into existing rendering software. 
Unfortumtdy，most cnrient technologies do not satisfy all of the above cri-
teria* In this project, we have developed an empirical fearaework to simulate the 
appearance rf natural imperfections. We have applied the framework to model 
dust accumulation and scratching. Although we have only modelled these two 
kinds of imperfect ions, our methods can be extended to iimulat# other imper-
fections, We show that omr techniques iEtlsfy all criteria stated before, 
1.2 Improved Clustered-dot Space Filling Curve 
Halftoning Technique 
Digital halftoning is a technique to simulate imagee with more shades using a 
limited number of colors. It is especially important in publfehing indtiitr^ since 
ft is more economic to use fewer colors. 
Many halftoning methods have been poposed in the past. Nevertheless^ two 
common problems exist among these methods, Firstly, some halftoning meth-
ods produce distracting regular patterns. Secondly, some halftoning methods 
produce dispersed-dot dithered images, which tends to be darkened excessively 
when printing smudge exkts. Since no printing device is perfect, printing smudge 
is almost unavoidable Iji any printing process. 
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In 1982, a new approach to dithering was proposed, It dithers images along 
a fractal space filling curve [WITT82]. The intertwined behavior of space filling 
curve reduces the moticeable tegulax patterns in the dithered image. In 1991’ 
a clustered-dot version [VELH91] was proposed which also reduces the printing 
imudge error. It seems that major problems have been solved, at least partially. 
However, new problem arises. This clustered-dot version suffers from excessively 
blurring when the cluster size increases (We shall expilain tke term cluster size 
in chapter 3). 
We are proposing an improved method aiming at reducing the blurring ap-
pearance while preserving advantages of the original method. 
1.3 Structure of the Thesis 
Chapter 2 dencribes our newly proposed framework for imperfection modelling 
in detail. Two kinds of imperfectioni, dust accumulation and scratching are 
modelled using tha proposed framework. In chapter 3, we first discuss the prob-
lems of existing halftoning methods, TBen? w^ show haw our improvements can 
reduce the Wtiiring pfobJotn. Finally, in chapter 4，some conclusions oct these 
two topics are drawn and future works are discussed. 
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The Modelling of Natural 
Imperfections 
2,1 Introduction 
Although state-of-the-art computer graphics technologies allow us to synthesize 
realistic Images of virtual wofld, otts can easily distinguish synthetic images from 
photograplis of real watM in most of the cases. It stows that synthetic image? 
have some characteristics in common which ru^ke febem lodtk artificial. One such 
characteristics is the cleanliness erf synthetic object surfaces. Synthetic objects 
are usually perfectly smooth, n台at and clean (Figure 2,1). On the other hand, 
real world objects are usually covered with different kinds of blemishes. These 
blemishes include dust (Figure 2.2 and 2.3), scratches (Figure 2.5 and 2.6), rust 
(Figure 2,5)t mould (Figure 2.7) and 
The modelling of natural imperfections is a technique to introduce blemishes 
into images in order to achieve realism, Imp^fection is a very general concept. 
The term imperfection used In this thesis is restricted to surface imperfections. 
To synthesize realistic images, blsmish modeUing is apparently not negligible. 
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Figure 2.1: A synthesized image by Mike Miller. It demonstrates one problem 
of synthetic images, virtual objects are too clean and perfect. 
This modelling technique is especially important when computer generated ob-
jects are overlaid with scenes of real world. For instance, in the production of the 
film Jurassic Park [ROBE93]，computer generated dinosaurs are frequently over-
laid with live-action scenes. Surfaces without blemishes make the final scenes 
look unnatural and dissonant. 
A few techniques (discussed in Section 2.2) are proposed to model the ap-
pearance of imperfect surfaces. However, they all fail to recognize the com-
mon characteristics of blemish distribution. Although blemishes seem to occur 
randomly, we can find some geometrical factors that affect the distribution of 
blemishes. For instance, less frequently exposed surface has higher tendency to 
accumulate dust than frequently exposed one. Paint on a curved surface has 
higher tendency of being peeled off than that on a flat one. These geometrical 
informations can be used to automate the generation of blemished patterns. 
In this chapter, we have proposed a new empirical framework for the mod-
elling of various imperfections. Our proposed techniques provide sufficient au-
tomation, by utilizing the geometrical information of the object model, for a 
non-professional person to create realistic blemishes. On the other hand, our 
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methods also provide sufficient control on the overall blemish distribution. 
We have applied this framework to model two common imperfections: dust 
accumulation and scratching. Dust accumulation occurs almost everywhere. 
Scratching ii easily observed on multi-layei^d surfaces. Although these two 
imperfections seem unrelated, our framework has been successfully applied to 
model them. 
2.2 Related Work 
2.2,1 Texture Mapping 
Texture mapping [BLIN76, HECK86] is a simjfle and powerful technique to in-
crease the viiual richness of object suffeiceg. Its simplicity and efficiency make 
it popular, The basic idea, of texture mapping is to change surface properties of 
the object according to a user-defined texture imj^P, 
Many variants of texture mapping [HECK86] were proposed during the past 
three decades. The original texture mapping [CATM74] changes only the color 
parameter of the surface. If the specular rejection is changed according to 
the texture, it Is known as environment mappmg [BLIN76，GREE86], If the 
normal Y^ctox is perturbed according to tlbe textmre, it is known as bump 
mapping [BLIN78]. Others change the glossiness coefficient [BLIN78], trans-
parency [GARD84, GARD85], diffused feftection [MILL84], surface displacement 
[UPST89], and local coordinate system [KAJI85, 
It is natural to use texture mapping to visually simulate the sTO&ee impm-
jfec^ion by composing texture with blemished patterns. However, it may require 
many working hours of a professional artist to compose such texture. Texture 
mapping alone provides no automation of generation of blemishes. Moreover, 
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texture are usually distorted after mapped onto undevelopable surface,1 Hanra-
han and Harberll [HANR90] developed a 3D painting system which allows com-
position of texture on the surface of a 3D object interactively. This approach 
may reduce the effect of distortion. However, it still provides no automation on 
generation of blemishes, 
2.2.2 Blinn's Dusty Surfaces 
In 1982, Blian [BHN82] modelled the appearance of dusty surfaces usmg physical 
approaches. It concerns the statistical simulation of light passing through and 
being reflected by clouds of similar small particles, like du^t particles (assuming 
dust particles are similar small spheres). However, he assumed the thickness 
of the dust layer is coaitant. He did not provide a ixiethod to automatically 
determine the amount of du^t 0K?cmmuIated on surfaces» A constant thickness of 
dust layer is also tmrealistic. Moreover, Blimm hm not mentioned the extension 
of the technique to model any other imperfections. 
2.2.3 Imperfection Rule^-based Systems 
Becket and Badler [BEGK90] propose a system dedicated to generation of tex-
tures with blemislies. They described two melhock for the generation of blem-
islies on a textme; rule-guided aggragatian m d 2D fractal gubdivision. The 
system also provides a natural language interface. The user can tell the system 
where to place blemishes through an English-like language. 
Unfortunately, the proposed method does not pyovide sufficient automation. 
Just as Blinn's metlkod. described before, the system only models the chaotic 
appearance of blemishes and the user still has to specify where to place such 
blemishes in detail. The method fails to recognize some common features of the 
~~i j f a s u r face is developable, the stlfface can be unfolded or developed onto a plane without 
stretching or tearing. For details, see [ROGE90, pp. 420]. 
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distribution of blemishes. We will show，later in this chaptet? that the distri-
bution of blemishes is usually related to some geometrical factors. Moreover, 
specifying the location of blemishes througli the natural language interface is 
dumsy and not interactive. It seems more natural to specify through some in-
teractive programs. Furthermore, adjectives (e, g, good, very good, bad, more 
and less，etc, ) used in this English-like laiigiiage are usually mapped to some 
fixed parameter value. This unnecessary discretion and constraint may decrease 
the flexibility of specifying the continuous parameter values. The texture created 
using rule-guided aggregation or 2D fractal subdivision h stffl a two-dimensional 
texture image. It still haa to be m^pp^d onto the object sttrface. As stated be-
fore, the mapping process may introduce distortion if the texture is mapped to 
an undevelopable surface. Moreover，the system does no! model dust accumu-
lation. 
2.3 Natural Surface Imperfections 
This section describes four commonly observed natural surface imperfections. 
Photographs of real Imperfect surface will be shown for illustration. Two of 
them, dust acarniulaMon and scratching} haw been modeE©<! using the new 
framework proposed in section 2.4, 
2.3.1 Dust Accumulation 
Dust accumulation tak&s place everywhere. It caa be easily observed in any 
environment which has not been cleaned for a while. Figure 2.2 and 2.3 shows 
photographs of a dusty lamp stand aad a dtiity socket respectively. In Figure 2.2, 
less inclined surface accumulates more dust than steep one due to gravity and 
surface friction. The dusty surface looks like a surface covered by a thin layer of 
fuzzy matters, which is composed ci different types of dust particles (Figure 2,4). 
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Figure 2.3 shows that less exposed surface accumulates more dust than more 
exposed one due to the sheltering effect. Notice the dust particles surrounding 
the bumpy characters on the socket in Figure 2.3. In this case, dust particles 
accumulated on surfaces with less exposure have less chance of being removed 
by wind or other external forces. 
• H 
H H B H V e B D B B H 
Figure 2,2: Dusty lamp stand. 諭 
I B I I ^ B I ^ I H H I H H H B H I B H ^ I H I 
Figure 2.3: Dusty socket. 
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Figure 2.4: A closeup view df dust particles. 
2.3*2 Scratching 
We define scratching as the phenomenon of parts of the surface layer being 
peeled off firom the object. The oceurrence of scxatcliing is usually due to the 
attack by exteriml forces. This phenomenon Is usually seen on the surface of 
painted object. Actually, it can oecia： on muj multi-layered object, such as gilded 
objects and leather objects, etc. Figure 2-5 aiid 2.6 show two different objects 
with chaotic scratcli patterns. Both figures Aow that scratches usually appear at 
places with high surface curvature. Surface exposure also affects the formation 
of scratches, since less exposed surfaces have leg? dianc^of being peeled off by 
any external forces. Notice the leg in the back in Figure 2.5 gets less scratches 
than tlie one in the front, 
2.3.3 Rusting 
Corrosion is the gradual deterioration of any metal due to its reaction with 
air, water of other chemicals to form oxides or other compounds. Rusting is 
the term used to describe the corrosion of one specific metal, Iron, M OT3a 
is the most widely used metal in the world, rusting is the mast common type 
of corrosion. The necessary condition of rusting is the presence of oxygen and 
water. However, there ar^ some factors catalyzing the rusting process. They 
are the presence of electrolytes, beat and the presence of another metal, like 
copper, tin or silver to be in contact with t on . Ofle way to protect iron from 
10 
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Figure 2.5: Painted chair with scratches. 
rusting is to apply a protective layer such as paint, plastic coating, varnish and 
grease. Therefore, when the protective layer is peeled off from the ferric object, 
rusting usually occurs. Figure 2.5 shows the reddish brown rust on the scratched 
portions of the metallic chair. Since rusting usually appears on the scratched 
surface, curvature and surface exposure affect the tendency of rusting indirectly. 
2.3.4 Mould 
Mould [To77] is the result of dispersal of fungi on the surface of organic matter, 
such as bread, cheese, and etc. The appearance of mouldy pattern is usually in 
the form of aggregates (Figure 2.7) due to the colonization of fungus. Shady, 
11 
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Figure 2.6: Leather bag with scratches. 
wet and warm environment favours the growth of fungi. Again, surface exposure 
affects the formation of mould. Less exposed surface usually has less chance of 
being illuminated, hence has a higher tendency of moulding. 
— m — i m i M W J i i ! 
MBBBBM 
BKi_wii_iiii» iiiiirSiillifCTlffllllitofiBSlHffiiJiiMiiiiiii !1 niiW 
Figure 2.7: Bread with mould. 
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2.4 New Modelling Framework for Natural Im-
perfections 
Under the new framework, the modelling process basically consists of 2 phases: 
the calculation of tendency value and the generation of chaotic patterns. The 
first p h 議 imrolves the determination of a tendency value for each surface point of 
interest. Since the distribution of imperfections is usually related to the surface 
geometry, we can calculate the tendency value according to these geometrical in-
formations. Th® tendency value represents the potential of that surface point of 
interest to become blemished, In the second phase�we generate chaotic patterns 
according to the calculated tendency. The separation of the modelling process 
into two phases has an advantage: the generation method of chaotic patterns can 
be easily replaced with another method to produces different patterns without 
interferring the tendency calculatiaiis, 
2.4.1 Calculation of Tendency 
Sources of Imperfection 
The formation process of blemishes is very complex. It may be due to human 
factors, physical laws and other unpredictable events. However, we can imagine 
that the formation of blemishes is due to different kinds of abstract imperfection 
sources. For instance, scratches 継 uiually found near the handle of leather 
handbag (Figure 2.6). This is due to frequent contact with human hands. In 
tMs case? we can imagiae that there is an abstract scratch source near the 
handle. D 減 particles are usually acc卿lilating on upward surface due to the 
effect of one phy^ic^l law，gravity, We can also imagine that there is a dust 
source placed above th& surface. Thin abstraction of imperfection sources is 
analogous to the concept of light sources [FOLE90，ck. 16] [WATT92, pp, 42-48]. 
13 
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It provides control on the ovexall distribution of blemishes. The user can specify 
where he/she wants to introduce blemishes by placing the imperfection source 
nearby. User should find it familiar due to the similarity of this scheme to the 
light sottrce concept. 
We can now calculate a tendency val賺 of a surface point according to its 
direction and distance to each imperfection source. This tendency has a value 
between 0 and L A surface point with a tendency of value 0 means that it 
is free of blemishes. A surface point with a tendency of value 1 means that it 
is certain to be blemished. Consider a tiny surface patch with point P at the 
center (Figure 2.8), N is the unit normal vector at P, Si is the “ t h imperfection 
source, U{ is fete rait vector pointing from P to and 9i is the angle between 
vector N and Ui. As Bi decreases, vector N and Ui become closer. The solid 
angle 2 of the surface patch as saen torn Si increases. Heiice the tendency 
of being affected by the imperfection source Increases. Moreover, as the 
distance pi between Si and P decreases, the sold angle df the surface patch as 
seen from Si increases, hence the tendency increases. Therefore, the tendency 
due to the i-th imperfection source, T5. (the subscript Si stands for the 
imperfection source), shcmld te in¥ersd j related to Oi and distance /¾. The 
choice of the formula for 2¾ depends an the applicaticnci. We will introduce a 
useful formulation of 7¾ in section 2,5, 
Just like the light source，the imperfection source can be in point form or 
in directional form. Our previous discussion assumes that the source m in point 
form: Le. tlie source is a point in the Euclideatt space, It has no volume. 
This assumption may not be realistic. However, it works Iffle m practice. Light 
source in directional form can be regarded as a point source placed at a long 
distance away. Hence the vector Ui and distance pi is nearly constant for all 
~ 2 S o l i d angle of a surface element, as seen from a given point, is defined as the projected 
• e a of the surface element divided by the square of the distance from the point. See [WATT9E, 
pp. 35-36] 
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Figure 2.8: A tiny surface patch, 
surface points. That is why il Is known as dijectionEl source. One example of 
directional source is the Sun. Since the Smn is far away from the Earthy light rays 
from the Suii are basically in pataileL Since pi k now constant^ 7¾. is inversely 
related to $i only. 
If more than one source is given, we shall sum up the tendency value due to 
each source (in point form or directional form). Hence, the overall tendency 2¾ 
of a surface point due to all sotaces is 
m 
= (2.1) 
where m is tlie total number of imperfection sources and 
r 
Tsiifiitpi) if source ii fn point forra? 
TSi = s 
TsX&i) if somrce is in direGtioiial form:, 
External Factors 
The tendency value Ts calculated using the above formula is a predicted value. 
The actud. tendency value may deviate from the predicted value due to external 
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factors. Different kinds of imperfections may be affected by dilFemixt external 
factors. Nevertheless, there is one common external factor, It is surface expo-
sure. In this section, we will describe how we can model this geometrical factor. 
Notice that other external factors also exist and will be discussed when we apply 
the framework to model dust accumulation and scotching in section 2,5 and 2.6. 
In general, the actual tendency T for a surface point of interest, after considering 
those external factors, is the tendency Tg scaled by a function a of all external 
factors E^u. 
T max(0, imn(l, % + Ts • ’ 馬，...))) (2.2) 
Where E{ is the z-tli external factor. 
Tq is a constant, s. t. 0 < Tq < 1. 
Surface Exposure Consider the intellecticm of a ray R“ which is feed from 
a surface point P , 她 d an dbstaele at distance di from P (Figure 2.9). As 
di increases (Le. the obstacle moves away from point P), the effect af that 
obstacle on the surface sxposwe at P decreases iiaii-linearly. We define a 
weight functioa； w of di that returns value in [Q, 1] s.t, u;(di) < o;(c?2�if <k < 而， 
u;{di) = 0 when di 二 0, and w(di) ^ 1 when di +oo (Le. no intersection). 
This function slotild be non-linear. We define this function at， 
咖 ) = 4 ¾ ( 2 . 3 ) 
where dh is a tiser-defined constant sailed the half-exposure distance, which 
roughly the average spacing between the point P and other nearby objects that 
would reduce the exposure at point P to 0.5 (Figure 2,10), 
If we fire many rays from paint P md evenly distribute them in the upper 
hemisphere of point P (Figure 2.11), the surface exposure f is then defined by 
the following equation, 
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obstacle 
/ p 




4 uh 1 
Figure 2.10: The furictioii w. 
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— P 
Figure 2.1b n evenly distributed rays emitted from point P, 
e - i i m i f ： ^ ) (2.4) 
4 = 1 
f will be 1 wben P is coaripletely exposed since all cu(di) = 1. f will be 0 when 
P touches with any obstacle since all u){di} = 0. 
Ill pfiictt^i 碰 can determine ^ using one-level ray tracing. We subdivide the 
surface of the upper temisplxere gtbo^e p&int P Into spver^I equal iluad windows. 
For each window, we fire certain amount of rays from point P througfc the 
window to detect whether those rays intersect with any obstacle. Then we can 
approximate the surface exposure by 
1丨 
(2.5) 
whete n0 is number of rays emitted, n0 is a finite constant? 
and di are defined as before. 
This Is a sampling teclmique. The more windows are subdivided and the 
more rays are fired, the more accurate the approximation is, However, this 
method inherits the same problems as the original ray tracing, namely aliasing 
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and expensive intersection teats. The aliasing problem can be solved by su-
persampling [Fole 90, ch. 14]5 distribtition ray tracing [COOK84], cone tracing 
[AMAN84] or pencil tracing [SHIN87, SHIN89] . However, there is no complete 
solution to decrease the computational cost of ray tracing to a reasonable level. 
A more economic approach to determine ( is described in section 2.5. 
2-4.2 Generation of Chaotic Pa t te rn 
After the final tendency value T is calculated, we can generate blemishes ac-
cording to this tendency. Since blemishes are usually in irregular patterns, we 
need some stochastic methods to generate such patterns In thii sectkwi，we 
suggest two standard methods: solid texturing with fractal/noise function, and 
rule-guided aggregation. 
Solid Texturing with Fractal and Noise Function 
Solid texturing [PEAC85, PERL85] i轻 an extension of traditional texture map-
ping. Tradftlonal texture mapping raapss a 2D texture to tke surface of an object. 
This mechanism is altered for solid texture, fiistead of 2D texture space, solid 
texturing uses 3D texture space. For each point of the object to be texttired, 
there is an associated poinl in the 3D texture space. The traditional texture 
mapping is analog0us to wrapping the abject with a sheet of paper (2D texture 
space). Solid texturing is analogous to carving the object from a piece of mate-
rial, like wood eaxd marble (aD texture space). The advantage of solid texturing 
is that there is no distortion dtirmg mapping, T | e 3D texture can be obtained 
by creating a 3D lattice of texture values. Mathematical functions can be used 
to generate values at tile points of the 3D lattice. Two popular functions are 
fractional Brownian motion and Perlin's noise function. 
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Mandelbrot observed that many natural objects and phenomena are stochas-^ 
tically self-similar [MANDTT, PEIT88] which is the main criterion of fractal ob-
jects. Since then, fractal has been successfully used in the generation of different 
natural objects, I ke landscapes [FOUR824 MAND82, VOSS85，KALR91], plants 
[OPPE86, KA^R91] and clouds [Voss85]. One of the fractal functions，fractional 
Brownian motion (fBm) [PEIT88，pp. 58-70]，has been used by many researchers 
[VOSS88，SAUP88, BECK90] to generate interesting chaotic patterns. The origi-
nal fBm, is a single valued ftineti如 of one variable, t (usually time). Its 
increment — Vh^i) has a Gaussian distribution with variance 
{WH^-vsm^oz^-t^ 
where the brackets { and } daicie ensemble averages over many samples of pj/(t) 
and parameter H has a mine betweBn 0 and 1. This fBm can be expended to 
accept positional vector as input. The extended version is frequently used as 
a solid texturing fianclion. The detailed explanation of fBm can be found in 
[PEIT88]. We shall not go ittto detail he膨 
Perlin [PERILS] proposed • o & s r useful stochastic solid texturing function, 
noiseQ, which is a scalar valued function taking a 3D positional vector as input. 
It has three major properties: 
• Statistical invariance under rotation: it t a s the same statistical property 
even when we rotate i t i dMtaitt^ 
• Statistical invariance under txanslation: it gives same statistical charac-
teristic no matter how we tar^islate it5 domain. 
• It has no visible features witMn a certain narrow size range. 
The function noiseQ is good because it introduces noise effect without sacrf-
ficing the continuity and the control over spatial frequency. Perlin also derived 
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a turbulence function based on this noise function. He used the noise and tur-
bulence function to generate convincing images of waves and fire. 
To generate chaotic patterns, we do the following procedure. Instead of 
calciilating the whole 3D texture space, we only calculate the xioise/£Bm function 
whenever necessary. When we shade a point on object surface, we first calculate 
a noise value using fBm() or noIse() with a positional vector as input. The 
returned noise value is ttmltipliedby t i e tendency T to a pattern according 
to the tendency Finally, by mapping different rangei of resultant value to 
different colors, we can receive a chaotic pattern. This method is especially 
useful in the generation of scratch patterns, rust patterns and fuzzy dust layers. 
Rule-guided Aggregation 
Becket [BECK90] proposed iule-^uided aggregation to generate patterns of stain 
and rust. Some sticky seeds are first placed on tli€ sm-face. Then a diffusion 
process ii performed. Durimg t i ls process^ whenever a floating particle collides 
with the sticky seed, there is a chance that the particle wf l stick to the seed. 
This possibility is a function of dlstmnce between the central teed and the floating 
particle. Lffl^e distance yields smdl possibility. When the diffusion process 
finish, aggregation of jsartides will be formed. 
By placing more Beeds in the positicm with a higher tendency value, we can 
associate the pattern with our calculated tendency value. Notice that this is a 
method to compose the pattern b the texture ^pace. The mappifflg process may 
still introduce digtortipn-
2.5 Modelling of Dust Accumulation 
Dust accuxnulation is a comman natural phenomenon in real life. Modelling of 
dust accumulation, however, has not been well studied. We present a technique 
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to model the tendency of dust particles settled on object surface based on the 
properties of surface and the geometry of object. The scattering of light by air-
borne dust has been well-studied [BLIN82, MAX86, NISH87, RUSH87] and we 
shall not consider it here. We illtistjate our techniques with images of synthetic 
dusty objects. 
2.5.1 Predicted Tendency of Dust Accumulation 
Due to the effect of gravity, horizontal surfaces usually accumulate more dtist 
than inclined ones. However, if an object is placed near an open window in 
front of a dusty construction site, surfaces facing the window would have more 
dust particles acctxmulated on H thi® on otlijgr faces. Therefore inclination of 
a surface against the direction of the dust sontce (which might be 131 terms of 
the combined effect of gm¥ity, wind direction and the actual source of dust 
particles) would certainly affect the ^ttCtount of du$t particles settled. On the 
other hand, this amoimt is also dependent on the surface type. A sticky surface 
(a fiirry’ rough or adhesive one) is more likely to accumulate dust particles than 
less-sticky ones (e各 a smooth one), 
Consider the small surface patch in Figmre 2.8. Assuming surface properties 
are isotropic,3 the predicted tendency of dust accumulation of a surface point 
due to a dust source would be a function of 9^ the angle between surface normal 
and the vector pointing from P to t-th dust source, and ？7，a stickiness factor 
of the surface. Instead of providing a physical model to the dust adhering 
process, we adopt some functions that approximate t i e physical process, ^ e 
function should has its peak when 轧 is 0 and gradually falls off as ft increases. 
Furthermore, an increase m stickiness would decrease the rate of falling off of 
dust particles. These effects are ¥ery similar to the reflection of light from a 








0 %/2 0. 
Figure 2.12; Predicted tendency functiQns with different values of r\. pi is kept 
constant. 
surface. The dmt source is analogoxis to the light source, The fall off In dust 
amount as Oi increases is similar to the fall off in diffuse component of light 
reflection, Tlierefore it is natural to aamider a fimetioii similar to Phong 
reflection model [WATT92] to model this predicted tendency fnm.d;ion: 
fcos^f ^ ) if source is in directional form, , 、 . … . （ 2 . 6 ) 
cos^(^) if source is In ptoint form. 
where Oi is angle between vector N and U], 
pi the distance from point P to S” 
rj is the surface slippiness (large rj means less sticky). 
TSi has all the required properties (Figure 2.12): A highly sticky surface 
(solid, curve ill Figure 2J2) accumulates larger total tendency (area under the 
curve) than a less sticky one (dashed curve ia Figure 2,12). The computation 
is also efficient, cos(^) is simply the dot product N • U^ Figure 2.13 shows a 
dusty sphere with a directional dust source applied from above using the cosine 
function stated before* 
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2.5.2 External Factors 
To model the influence by external factors like coverage or scraping, the predicted 
tendency Ts is multiplied by a function a, which tells how much the predicted 
tendency is realized in the actual environment. 
• m m 
Figure 2.13: A dusty sphere with one directional dust source applied from the 
top. a = 1 and rj == 1. 
I Km 
IkLsS 
Figure 2.14: The same dusty sphere, a = 0.6 and 77 二 1. 
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Figure 2.13 and 2.14 show a dusty sphere generated by multiplying the pre-
dicted tendency with different a . The value of a is kept constant throughout 
the whole surface of the sphere in these two examples. In practice, a varies from 
point to point. 
The value of a is dependent on the geometry of the object and can be further 
influenced by other factors like coverage and scraping. 
Surface Exposure 
Consider the object in Figure 2.15. Area B is less exposed to air than area A. 
As area B has less exposure than area A，the dust amount that area B may 
receive is less. On the other hand, area B may eventually result in more dust 
accumulation - since area B is less exposed, the dust particles accumulated on it 
have less chance of being removed by wind or scraping. Henc^ the dust amount 
of area B is larger than that of area A. 
Figure 2.15: Object with a portion in ’shadow，. 
In order to model both cases, the term a can be written as a function of 
surface exposure f. 
a 二 I 0 ’ a , < 0 (2.7) 
a', 0 < a' 
where a ' — aQ — r0f and 
a 0 is a factor modelling the global external effects, s.t. a 0 G 死 
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i is the surface exposure, such that 0 < ^ < 1. Larger value 
means more exposed. 
r0 is a scaling factor to scale the effect of surface exposure and r0 e 況. 
When r0 is positive, the surface exposure is negatively related to a. This 
models the case that area A accumulates less dust than area B. Figure 2.16 
shows one example with negative surface exposure effect, When r0 is negative, 
the surface exposure is positively related to a. This models the opposite case. 
Figure 2.17 shows the same object with positive exposure effect. 
—————— 
WM 
Figure 2.16: The effect of negative surface exposure (i.e. r0 > 0): less-exposed 
area received more dust. 
We have described in section 2.4.1 a method to determine However, it is 
expensive to be accurate. We present a more economic approach here. Instead 
of finding an accurate ( at each surface point of interest. We can make use of 
the fuzzy property of dust layer. We only need a very rough approximation of ^ 
at each surface point by emitting only a few number of rays in random (for the 
purpose of anti-aliasing) direction In the upper hemisphere of surface point P. 
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Figure 2.17: The effect of positive surface exposure (i.e. ro < 0): less-exposed 
area accumulated less dust. 
Then, an inaccurate f can be evaluated by equation 2.5 at each surface point of 
interest. Although f is inaccurate in the microscopic level，it is accurate in the 
macroscopic level (i.e. on average). This can be shown by Figure 2.18 and 2.19, 
which are generated using 1 and 5 random rays respectively. The value of surface 
exposure would have a greater variation, if fewer rays are emitted. This would 
also result in a more scattered appearance. 
Scraping 
Effects due to scraping are modelled using a dust mapping technique, which is 
a variant of texture mapping [BLIN76, HECK86]. The surface dust amount is 
changed according to the pattern in the dust map, which is just a texture map. 
The equation of a is now: 
f 
0, a ' < 0 ( � 
a - { 
a', 0 < a ' 
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Figure 2.18: A dusty door-plate with the word Dust! on it. One random ray is 
casted per pixel in determining the surface exposure. 
• 
•BBHHBBH. 
Figure 2.19: The same door-plate. Five random rays are casted per pixel to 
determine the surface exposure. 
where a ' == a � 一 + (6/ -j-p(bu - 6/)) and 
p is the image pixel value, s.t. 0 < ^ < L 
[bu, bi\ is the interval where p is mapped to. It is used 
to control the perturbation effect of p. bu,bi e 飛 and 6/ < K‘ 
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Figure 2.20 shows how one specific scanline in the dust map (left diagram 
in Figure 2.20) perturbs the term a (right diagram in Figure 2.20). Figure 2.21 
shows the dust pattern on a sphere modified with the dust map on the left of 
Figure 2.20. 
m ^ 
I i l l 
^0 乂 1 叉2 叉3 JC 
Figure 2.20: The dust map used to perturb the tendency of dust accumulation 
on the sphere. 
Figure 2.21: The dusty sphere modified with a dust map in the previous figure. 
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2.5,3 Generation of Fuzzy Dust Layer 
It is possible to apply the final tendency value T as the thickness parameter 
to Blinn's light reflection function [BLIN82]. A simpler approach, however, is 
adopted in our implementation, T i e filial tendency T calculated by equation 2.2 
is further perturbed by Perlin's noise function (described in section 2.4.2) to give 
a fuzzy appearance. The final surface property for rendering are then linearly in-
terpolated with the perturbed value beiTOan the original object surface property 
and the surface property when the surface is fully covered with dust particles 
(see Equation 2,9), The latter k predefined. This linear interpolation of surface 
property is just a, simplified approximation. All syntlietic dusty images (Fig-
ure 2.13，2-14，2.16, 2.17, 2.18, 2J9S 2.21 and 2.22) are generated using this 
simplified approach. 
Sfimi = T'Siugt + ( 1 - T )Sobjed, (2.9) 
where T ' = T • noise(P) and 
Sfinal is the final stirface properties, 
SdvM is the surface properties when fullf €Qvemd with dust, 
Sobject is the surface properties when fe稱 of dust, 
T is the final tendency calculated by Equation 2,2, 
noiseQ is the Perlin's noise ftinctitm which returns value in [0,1], 
P is the positional vector. 
A more accurate approach is to precompute an array of BRDF (Bidirectional 
Reflectance Distribution Function) tables [KAJI85 , WEST92，WARD92] . Differ-
ent tables record the BRDF of the surface patdi covered with different amount 
of dust particles. On rendering, the actual reflectance can be interpolated among 
these BRDF tables using the final tendency T, 
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IMl^  s .�X^ v , ' ] 
Figure 2.22: A dusty X-wing fighter 'sprayed' with six point sources. 
2.5.4 Implementatiom Issues 
All images are generated using a modified public domain ray tracer, Rayshade 
ver 4.0.6 Enhanced 2. We have implemented the dust modelling technique as 
a texture module in Rayshade. Although we implement the technique in a ray 
tracing based program, the technique can actually be used with other rendering 
methods, like Z buffer [WATT92] and radiosity [GORA84, COHE85]. In our cur-
rent implementation, the dust pattern is generated on the fly during rendering. 
It can, however, be generated in the preprocess phase and stored as a texture 
map for subsequent use. 
2.6 Modelling of Scratching 
Scratching is another type of common surface imperfection in real life. It models 
the appearance of surface when part of the surface layer is peeled off by external 
forces. Physical modelling seems impratical dtie to the expensive simulation. We 
shall present here an empirical technique employing the framework described in 
section 2.4 to model scratching. 
The determination of the tendency of a surface element being peeled off is 
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similar to that of dust accumulation, except tliat one more external factor takes 
place. It is the surface curvature. 
Since the calculation of predicted tendency due to a scratch source is sim-
ilar to that of dust accumulation in Sectioji 2.5,1，we shall concentrate on the 
discussion of the externcj factor. 
2.6.1 External Factor 
The effect of surface exposure and scraping is discussed in Section 2.5.2» We 
shall not repeat here. In this section, we focms on one factor which fe specific to 
scratching, surface eurvatum 
Surface Curvature 
Paint on a protrusive surface is more likely to be peeled off than that on a flat one. 
The scratches usually start from the protmsive area mid then propagate to the 
surroundings. This is because the protrusive nature increases the chance of being 
attacked by external forces. Not^ thut surface exposure alone cannot account 
for such effect. Comider a coaavex surface and a flat sur&ce (Figure 2.23). Both 
of them can be completely exposed, but paint on Ihe convex one has a larger 
tendency of being peeled off. 
/S 
I I rK 不 
Figure 2.23: Paint on the convex surface has a larger tendency of being peel off 
than that on a flat one，even though they have the same surface exposure. 
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The definition of surface curvature is defined as follows. Without loss of 
generality, we call represent any stxrface as a parametric surface. For each plane 
containing tke normal at a particular point P on the surface, the curvature k 
of the intersection curve between the plane and the surface at point P can be 
determined. As the plane is rotated about the norind, the curvature changes. It 
can be showed that there exists dMinct directions for which the curvature is a 
minimum (/cmm) and minimum (Kmax). They are known as principal curvatures. 
Two combinations of the principal curvatures are useful, they are the average 
curvature H and the Gaussian cittvature K, 
AN _ 
• 丨 ； 一 ‘ ’ 
- … I 
Figure 2.24: The curvature at surface point P is defined as the curvature of the 
curve of intersection of the plane ccmtaMng the norroal and surface Q(u, w). 
冠 — ^min + 民max .(2 m) 
K 二 t^fmn^max ( 2 . 1 1 ) 
Dill [DltLBl] showed that the average curvature and the Gaussian curvature 
of a biparametric surface Q(u7 w) are, 
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H = MQ^f - 2BQU - Qw -f C\Quf 
—2\Qu X Qw\3 (2'12) 
一 A C — 丑 2 
=\Qu X Qw\4 (2'13) 
where 
^ = (Qu x Qw) • Quu 
B 二 (Qu x Qw) • Quw 
C = {Qu x Qw) • Qww 
Q = ^ ou 
Q = ^ Vw 一 a ow 
n 二 f R 
Q = 函 
dw2 
Q 二 ！ 
UW ' o 
ouow 
Figure 2.25 and 2.26 show the average and Gaussian curvature values on a 
teapot respectively. The red color indicates the surface position is highly curved 
while the white color indicates the surface is flat. 
Figure 2.25: Average curvature on a teapot. 
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Figure 2.26: Gaussian curvature on the same teapot. 
Now we can use either average or Gaussian curvature or both in the calcu-
lation of the external factor function a, 
f 0, a' < 0 
a = { (2.14) 
[a', 0 < a' 
where a' = aQ — 十 n / ^ + t2kg + (k 十 p(bu — 6/)) and 
ro，fi and 厂2 are scaling constants 6 况， 
Ka is the average curvature G 5R, 
kg is the Gaussian curvature G 況. 
2.6.2 Generation of Chaotic Scratch Pat terns 
Similar to the generation of dust patterns in Section 2.5.3, we use solid texturing 
to generate scratch patterns. However, we use the fractal fractional Brownian 
motion (fBm) this time. Instead of interpolation of surface properties, a thresh-
olding approach is used due to the discrete nature of scratches. Whenever the 
product of T and fBm exceeds a user-defined threshold, the outer surface layer 
is peeled off. Hence the properties of the inner surface layer is used for shading. 
This can be generalized to the case of multiple surface layers, 
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f slayeH i f o < r < A0, 
Slayer ^  if Aq < T < Ai, 
Sfinal = ^ ^ (2.15) 
Slayer‘ if A“！ < T' < A^ , 
k Si娜rm if A饼一 1 < T' < Xmr 
where T = T - fBm{P) and 
m + 1 is the total numb改 of of surface layers, 
Sfinal is the final surface properties， 
Slayer； is the surface propfarties of ih& i-th layer below the outermost one Sia^er0, 
X( is the uset-defined threshold for i-th layet, sj« 0 < Aq < Ai < * * * < AM < 1 
T. IB the final tendency calculated by E^uaMon 2,2, 
f B m ( ) is the fractional Brownian motion. f B m ( ) returns value ia [0,1}’ 
P is the positional vector. 
Figure 2.27 shows a scratched teapot generated by this method. Figure 2.28 
shows the same teapot with a point-formed scratch source applied near the 
bottom. This teapot has only t 怖 surface lasers, 
2.6.3 Implementation Issues 
Surface Representation 
A specific type of biparametric surface, Bezier surface patches [ROGE90], is used 
to model object. It is frequently used in computer graphics. It is given by 
tib W-M 
q{u,识)=E E BijJnM^m^H (2-16) 
' 4=0 i=0 
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Figure 2.27: A scratched teapot. The Gaussian curvature effect is exaggerated 
by setting the r2 to a large value and ri to zero, 
JBi 
Figure 2.28: The scratched teapot witli a point form scratch source applied near 
the bottom of the teapot. 
where 
( n \ 
jnAu) - ^'(i -
\ 1 ) 
KmJ(w)=(爪)一(1 一—”’ 
V 3 ) 
and 
n B , m B a r e one less than the number of vertices in the u and w directions 
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respectively, 
are the vertices of the nB x mB control points. 
In practice, 4 x 4 control points are used to specify one Be^ier surface patch. 
Bezier surface patch is usually converted to a mesh of polygons before rendering 
due to the inefficiency of direct rendering of Bezier patch. Recursive subdi-
vision [LANE80] and forward differencing [WALL90] are two common methods 
to subdivide a Bezier patch into polygons. In our implementation, we use for-
ward differencing to subdivide patches into triangles，since it is more efficient 
asymptotically. 
Curvature Interpolation 
In order to speed up tha calciilation af curvature, we do not calculate the cuxva-
ture at every surface point. We calculate the average and Gaussian curvatures 
only at the vertices of each subdivided p;dy§GfflL The curvature values of the 
interior points within the polygon are approximated by interpolating among the 
curvatures at vertices. This is similar to the case of Gouraud shading [GOUR71] 
which interpolates the int^iaities and the case of Phong shading [PHONTS] which 
interpolates the gttrface normals. Although tMs approximation may not be ac-
curate, it is sufficient for our purpose. 
Rendering 
We also implement the method in the ray tracer, R^yAade 40.6 Enhanced 2, as 
a texture module, Just like the modelling of dust accumulatioiij the scratch pat-
tern is generated on the fly during rendering. However, the scratch pattern can 




An Improved Space Filling 
Curve Halftoning Technique 
3.1 Introduction 
Some classical halftoning techniques, like ordesred dither [BAYE73]5 error difFu-
sion [FLOY76] and dot diffusion [KNUT87] introduce artifacts into the resultant 
bilevel imag€. Figure 110(b) shows the noticeable regular patterns introduced 
by ordered dither. Figure 3’ 10(c) shows the snake-like patterns created by error 
diffusion, Figure 3.10(d) shows tke dot patterns introduced by dot diffusion. 
These artifacts look not just unpleasant, but also misleading to the viewer. 
Many newer techniques [WlTT82? UUG87’ GEIS90, GEIS93? VELH91] have been 
proposed to reduce these artifacts. 
Another important problem in digital halftoning is the deviation from the 
ideal intensity due to the smudging of printed dots, This problem is especially 
important In high resolution printing. While one can cqxrect this by determining 
the transfer function of a particular device through calibration [GOER87], a 
better halftoning method could provide a wider range of intensities. Moreover, 
the accuracy of the transfer ftmction depends an the consistency of the printing 
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conditions, e.g. quality of the paper used, type of the ink, etc. This method may 
be inaccurate when，for example, the printer is running out of ink，or paper with 
different degree of absorbability is used. By clustering the printing dots, we can 
reduce perimeters of blackened regions which are roughly proportional to the 
smudging error, Hence it is a more reliable means to ensure the dithered images 
to have better quality. The traditional ordered dither, Knutk's smooth dot 
diffusion [KNUT87] and the clustered-dot space filling curve halftoning method 
proposed by Velho and Gomas [VEL;S91] all have the clustering capability. 
Most digital halftoning techniques can either reduce artifacts or reduce print-
ing smudge error, but not both. The clmstered-dot space filling curve halftoning 
method can, however, reduce both artifacts imcl printing smudge error. The 
space filling curve halftoning method is attractive because of its pl^asa^it smooth 
grains in tlie resultant image and the ap©riodieity at the halftone pattern. The 
clustering ability of the algorith®^ h種ce the amount of smudging, can also be 
controlled by a single parnmeter. 
Clustering the dots in the clustered-dot space filling curve method would 
however excessively blur the image. We propose two improvementpd^cfciw 
precipitation and adaptive clustering, to the cltistered-dot space filling curve 
halftoning method. Results from improved method are compared with the im-
ages dithered by clustered-dot space filling cuw« method and other popular 
halftoning techniques. 
Besides comparing these i^esulls subjectively, we also compared the quality 
of halftone images based on a Gibbs measure [GEIS93] and the total length of 
perimeters of the blackened areas, which gives a rough measure to the potential 
amount of smudging. We use them as the objective measures of the halftone 
quality of various metliods. 
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3.2 Review on Some Halftoning Techniques 
On the subject of digital halftoning, much has been written in the past. Or-
dered dither [BAYE73], error diffusion [FLOY76] and other coloured noise based 
techniques [GEIS90, ULIC87], dot diffusion [KNUT87] and the more recent space 
filling curve based techniques [WITT82, VELH91, ZHAN93] are some of the more 
well-known teciuiiques, 
3.2.1 Ordered Dither 
Ordered dither [BAYE73] is probably the most commonly used algorithm. The 
basic algorithm is to tile the wiiole image with g, dither matrix D of threshold 
values ? say 
“ 1 9 / 3 2 2 5 / 3 2 2 7 / 3 2 3 1 / 3 2 ‘ 
D 21/32 5 / 3 2 3 / 3 2 1 7 / 3 2 
23/32 T/a2 1/32 15/32 
29/32 9/S2 11/32 13/32 
Whenever the pixel value (rang烂 from 0 to 1, 0 is white? 1 is black) in the 
original image exceeds the corresponding thr©g]K)ld mltie, 4 corresponding pixel 
m the dithered Imag^ will be taned on (wlue 1). 
Its popularity is due to the simplicity trf the algorithm and ite flexibility 
in being able to produce various halftone screen effects at various angles and 
densities by simply changing the dither matrix. Another important admnlaf^ 
offered by the method is its ability to cluster the black dots so that tke effect of 
ink smudging can be reduced, Moreover, it can be implemented in parallel. Fur-
thermore, high f r e q u e n c y features In the original image can usually be preserved 
thus allowing sharp edges to remain sharp in the halftone image. However, the 
technique tends to smooth out the subtle low frequency details. The halftone 
r e s u l t e d also suffers from a correlated periodicity which would produce clear 
gray level bands on a smooth gray ramp (Figure 3.17(a)). 
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3.2.2 Error Diffusion and Dither with Blue Noise 
Error diffusion [FLOY76] is an elegant scheme designed to preserve the local av-
erage gray level in the halftone image. The method distributes the quantization 
error in a pixel to its neighbourhood so that the quantization error in one pixel 
would compensate for that arised in mother one. Each pixel propagates the 
error to its right, lower left，below md lower right neighbours in a fixed ratio. 
Here is the pseudocode, 
f o r d « 1 t o n 
b e g i n 
f o r j = 1 t o n 
b e g i n 
if iaput [ i , j ] < 0,5 
b e ^ n 
CMitput [ i , j ] = 0 
e n d 
e l s e 
b e g i n 
o u t p u t [ i , j ] = 1 
e n d 
e r r o r = i n p u t [ i , j f l - o u t p u t [ i , j ] 
i n p u t « i ^ p f u t [ i , j + 1 ] , ( e r r o r * 7 / 1 6 ) 
i n p u t [ i + l , j - l ] 教 i n p u t [ i + l f j - I ] + ( e r r o r * 3 / 1 6 ) 
i m p u t [ i 4 i , j 1 = i n 辦 [ i + l ， j ] + ( e r r o r * 5 / 1 6 ) 
i n p u t [ 1 + 1 , j + l ] = i n p u t [ i + l , j 4 l ] + ( e r r o r * 1 / 1 6 ) 
e n d 
e n d 
The variables input and output are 2D arrays holding the original grayscale 
image and the dithered image respectively. The pixel value Is between 0 and L 
The variable e r r o r contains the propagated error. 
One problem with the original error diffusion method h that the fixed error 
propagation pattern (or error filter) would produce annoying visual artifacts 
on flat areas or on smoothly changing gray ramps. By introducing a certain 
degree of r a n d o m n e s s into the error propagation ratio and by alternating the 
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raster scanning direction on different scanlines，this artifact can generally be 
eliminated. These modified schemes with randomness are classified as blue noise 
(high frequency white noise) halftoning methods [ULIC87]. Blue noise methods 
produce patterns that are aperiodic and radially symmetrical, Bemmse the low 
frequency components are not present, the resulting image would only appear 
smooth when viewed from a reasonable distance, 
However, the fatal proWem with these methods is that they produce dis-
persed dots which tend to smudge and darken the final image excessively when 
printed oil high resolution devices (Figure 3.16(b) and 3丄7(b))* 
3.2.3 Dot Diffusion 
Knuth [KNUT87] combines ordered dither and error diffusion to develop the dot 
diffusion method. B has both the clustering ability of ordered dither and the 
error propagation ability of the 斑rar diffusion scheme. The technique has the 
additional advantage of beiog able to run in 诚alleL However^ due to the fixed 
diffusion pattetn within a cluiter, periodic r^ular patterns ar© present in the 
resultant halftone image (Figure 3.10(d)). 
3.2.4 Halftoning Along Space Filling Traversal 
A space filling curve traversal is a ccmiinuoas trace that passes through all 
pjxeli in the image exactly once. It was first discovered by Peano in 1890. 
Some classic space filling curves are the Peano curve (Figure 3.1), the Hllh^rt 
curve (Figure 3.2) and the Sierpinski cmve, In 1982, Witten and Neal [WITT82] 
proposed a halftoning algoritlim based on space filling curves traversal The 
algorithm traverses the whole gray scale image along a space filling curve. The 
Hilbert curve is particularly suitable for use in halftoning for its higher spatial 
coherence compared with the otlier two [YOOE91], 
The basic idea of the algoritkn is to perform error diffusion along the space 
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filling curve. Instead of propagating the quantization error in a pixel to 4 neigh-
bour pixels as in original error diffusion，the error is transferred to the next pixel 
on the path. Just as error diffusion, the algorithm suffers from the smudging 
problem due to its dispersed~dot property, 
Velho and Gomes proposed a clustered-dot version [VELH91] in 1991. As the 
program traverses the image, it accumulates pixel values. Whenever a certain 
fixed number of pixels, which form a duster, have been scanned through, the 
program generates a number of black dots according to the accumulated gray 
value in this cluster. According to Ihe original pseudocode in their paper, the 
black dots are always precipitated at the beginning of each cluster. The error 
between the actual acaimalgited gray mlue and the intensity of generated black 
pixels is propagated to the mext cluster The pseudocode is, 
Given: The size of dniter is H, 
select a space filling curve path 
accumulator = 0 
while there is pixel to process 
begin 
move forward N pixels along the path 
move backward N pixels and accumulate gray value 
move forward N pixels and generate dots: 
if accumulator >= 4 
begin 
accufflulator = accipmlator “ 1 
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The clustered-dot version uses tlie parameter cluster size, N, to control the 
smudging error. As the cluster size increases, more black dots are connected 
due to the intertwined nature of space filling curves (Figure 3.1 and 3.2)，the 
total perimeter of blackened area decreases, hence reducing the printing smudge 
error which depends on the total perimeter. Witten's original algorithm is just 
a special case when the cluster size is equal to one pixel. 
Figure 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) are the same cat image dithered by space filling 
curve lialftomng metliod with chister sizes of 1' pixel (Le, no clustering) and 9 
pixels respectively. Both images are free from having periodic regular patterns. 
One problem with space filling curve halftoning techmques is that the curve 
may not fit tke dither image. For instances, Hilbert curve traverses image with 
resolution 271 X 271, Peano curve traverses image of 3n x 3n. Cole [COLE90] 
generalizes the Peano curv^ and dev^Iopied nmrray curves, Murray curve fits 
image with resolution m x n, such Ihai m and n are odd and can be factorized. 
Wyvill and McNaughton [WYVI91] further extend murray curve to develop Geoff 
curve which can fit image with width mid hdghl both greater than seven-
Clustering minimizes the image darkening problem due to smudging of printed 
dots and dot gain. However, as the cluster size increases, the dithered image 
becomes blurrier and small details 觀 hsi (Figure 3.11(b)，3.12(b), 3.13(b) and 
3.14(b)). 
3.2.5 Space Diffusion 
Space diffusion [ZHAN93] is a recently proposed scheme based on Knuth's idea of 
dot diffusion but using a space filling curve pattern to perform the dot diffusion. 
The method is identical to Knuth's but with a different diffusion matrix. The 
method has the same advantages of being parallel and that no regular periodic 
pattern would appear on the resultant images. However, the technique as de-
scribed in the paper no longer have the clustering capability of the dmstered-dot 
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space filling curve method and hence is unsuitable for high resolution printing. 
If a clustering scheme similar to the ctetered-dot space fiUing curve version Is 
used, the method would suffer from the same excessive blurring problem. 
3.3 Improvements on the Clustered-Dot Space 
Filling Halftoning Method 
One disadvantage of the dustered-dot spnm filling curve halftoning method is 
that images dithered by this method are usually hlurrier titan those dithered 
by other halftone techniqmes like ordered dither snd error diffusion. One can 
improve the quality of dither image by preprocessing the original grayscale im-
age [ULIC87]. Sneh preprocesemg lechniques include sharpening, smoothing, 
increasing contrast 雄d gmmma correct ion. However, all these methods change 
the gray of each pixel in the original grayscale image, hence producing 
unfaithful resultant images. Preprocessing the grayscale image does not solve 
the underlying problems in the clustered-d^t space filling halftoning m e t h o d . 
We recognise tkat the blurring m duie to the poor precipitation scheme of black 
pixels and tlxe fixation of cluster ske in the original method, Aimijag at tBese 
two causes, we 祉e proposing two improvements on the clustered-dot space filling 
curve halftoning method, namely, selective precipitation and adaptive clustering. 
3.3.1 Selective Precipitation 
The duiterednicrt space filling curve halftoning algorithm (Section 3.2.4) precip-
itates the black pixels at a fixed location, say, at the beginning of ewih dmter . 
This results in a poor approximation (Figure 3.3(b)) to the original image when 
the original gray values (Figure 3.3(a)) in a particular cluster are not gathered 
around that fixed location. Although Velho aad Gomes had briefly suggested 
l n paper . a t the whfte subTegion can be centred at the pixel with the 
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highest intensity in order to preserve details，this may still result in a poor 
approximation (Figure 3.4(b)). 
au Grayscale Image P ixe ls 
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b* Original Qithesing Result 
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Figure 3.3: (a) A straightened cluster along a space filling curve in the original 
gray scale image, (b) Resulting halftone based on the cluster«d-dot space filling 
curve halftoning method if we precipitate black pixels at the beginning of the 
cluster, (c) A better approximation, 
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Figure 3,4： (a) A straightened cluster along a space filling curve in the original 
grayscale image, (b) Result based on Velho and Gomes's suggestion, (c) Result 
iisiiig selective precipitation. 
We propose a method of selectively placing the output black pixels over the 
area with the highest total gray value. This would give a better approximation to 
the original gray value distribution. We call this technique selective precipitation. 
The algorithm is as follows. The number of black pixels to be output in the 
current cluster is determined in the same way as the clustered-dot space filling 
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curve method. This number is then used as the length of a moving window 
which shifts within the halftone cluster. The gray values of the grayscale image 
pixek within the moving window are summed and recorded with the position of 
the window. Our objective is to find the position in the cluster such that the 
sum of gray values of Lgraysum] consecutive pixels is the highest. That position 
is where we start to precipitate the black dots. The algorithm is sketched below; 
Assumptions: 
1. Assume the pixel has gray value between 0 and L 
2. In order to simplify the formulation, we rmmher each image pixel in the 
order of the space filling curve tramrsal. We can reference any pixel on 
the original image using the notation iEpit.[iJ just like an one dimension 
array. 
Input: 
1. c lus ters tar t is the index number of the first element of the current clus-
ter. 
2. graysum is the sum of gray value inside the cmrrerd ^{msietr 
3. c lus ter s i ze is the size of the cluster. 
Output: 
i. The quantization error is returned through the variable graysum. 
Algorithm： 
winlen 43 LgraysumJ 
graysum s greysttm 一 srialem 
winsum = maxsum = 0 
winstart = clmsterst art 
for i = wiEstart to (wins19Lrtin 1 en-i ) 
begin 
winsttm = winsiim + input [ i ] 
end 
while (winstart-Hrinlen) - c lusterstart < c lus ters ize 
begin 
if maxsum < winsum 
begin 
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maxsum = winsum 
r ightp lace = winstart 
end 
winsum, = winsum - input [winstart] • input [winstart+winleti] 
winstart = winstart + 1 
end 
Output wimlen number of black pixels starting from r ightplace 
The variable input is an array holding the gray values of the original image 
pixels. After running the above process, we can output black dots starting from 
r ight place. The time complex! t j of this process is linear since eack pixel inside 
the cluster is accessed at most twice. 
The improvement over t i e clustered-dot space filling curve method is quite 
substaaitiaL Figure 3.11(c) shows the 纖u l t of halftoning the cat image using 
the improved space filling curve method with selective precipitation (cluster size 
is 9 pixels), Comparing to Figure 3 J 1(b) which uses the clustered-dot space 
filling curve method (cluster size m also 9 pixels), our image seems sharper and 
more subtle details are perceivable. Notice that patterns om the cat's cheeks 
can be now seen clearly which are blurod in Figure 3.11(b). Similar improve-
ments can be observed In Figure 3.12(c), 3.13(c) and 3.14(c). All of them i«em 
sharper and preserve more details which aare blurred in the Images dithered by 
the clustered-d©t space filling cur^e method. Another effect resulted from the 
selective precipitation technique is that the effective cluster size is usually higher. 
This is because when a cluster boundary overlaps a darker area in the original 
image, the resultant black dots in clusters on both sides of the cluster bound-
ary Would stick to the boundary. In the clustered-dot space filling method, this 
could never happen however. 
3.3.2 Adaptive Clustering 
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Figure 3.5: (a) Gray scale image of a cross, (b) Dithered by the space filling 
curve with cluster size = 9 pixels, (c) With selective precipitation, (d) After 
adaptive clustering with threshold T 二 0.012. 
Even with selective precipitation, we still cannot ensure that the sharp-
ness of high frequency edges axe preserved. Figure 3.5(a) shows an original 
grayscale image of a cross with very sharp edges. If we dither this image using 
the clustered-dot space filling curve Halftoning method with 9-pixel clusters, we 
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get Figure 3.5(b), which is blurred excessively. The blurring is reduced (Fig-
u r e 3.5(c)) 011 using selective precipitation. However, one can still see that some 
edges are still a little bit fuzzy. This example shows that rigid positioning of 
black pixels is not the only cause of the blurring. 
Another factor which causes the blurring is the rigid grouping of output black 
pixels. Figure 3.6 shows the case. The original gray values are accumulated on 
both ends of the cluster. In such a case, the oiily thing selective precipitation 
can do is to generate black pixels on the end with higher total gray value. 
If we divide the cluster into 2 smaller subclusters however and perform the 
selective precipitation process in both subclusters, a tetter approximation can 
be resulted. 
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Figure 3.6: (a) The straightened cluster along the space filling curve in the； 
original gray scale Imaga, (b) The result after running the selective precipitation, 
(c) better result if the clmster is divided into 2 smallea* clusters. 
Of course one can decrease tlie size of all clusters to reduce the occurrence 
of the cases as in Figure 3.6(a). However, a smaller cluster size also means a 
weaker capability of reducing the effect of printer smudge, This is a dilemma. To 
make a trade-off, we use smaller clusters only when necessary. That is, instead 
of using a fixed cluster size as in the clustered-dot space filling curve method， 
we allow the cluiter siz^ to vary. 
One way to decide where to subdivide the cluster is to detect whether the 
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case like Figure 3.6(a) occurs. Instead, we decide to subdivide a cluster wherever 
a sharp edge is detected. Since human eyes are more sensitive to high frequency 
changes, blurring phenomena on sharp edges are more noticeable (Figure 3.5(c)). 
This partitioning of clusters at sharp edges would be able to preserve sharp 
details. We call this subdivision techniqiie adaptive clustering. 
n r i B 
T i l l 
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Figure 3.7: 2D edge detector may detect edge which is not intercepted by the 
space filling curve. 
Even t hough, a 2D edge detection filter can be applied to the image to identify 
edges, it is computationally expensive. Furthermore, edges which would not be 
intercepted by the space filling cutve (e»g, tangential to the space filling curve 
or at the cluster boundary, see Figure 3,7) would also be detected which are 
unnecessary. Since the space filling curve visits all pixels in the image exactly 
once，it effectively scales down the 2D image into a ID chain of signal. It is 
good enough to employ just a ID filter along the space filling curve. We find 
that detecting edges using tD filter is good enough for visual purpose. It may 
be due to the intertwined behaviour of space filling curve. TWs argument can be 
shown in all example images (Figure 3.11(d), 3.12(d), 3.13(d), 3.14(d), 3.15(c) 
and 3.15(d)) in this thesis. The standard ID Laplacian of the Gaussian filter 
[JAIN89] (Figure 3.8) is applied to this chain of signals to recognize sh^fp edges. 
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This filter is the negation of the second derivative of the Gaussian function with 
respect to the input signal x: 
=4 2 
一 W 
where a is the standard deviation. 
In our implementation, the filter kernel has a width of 7 pixels. In order to 
convolve the filter on previous and next three pixels (total 7 pixels), we set a to 
1, 
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Figure 3.8: ID Negative of the Lapii-clan of the Gatissian filter. 
The algorithm to perform adaptive clustering is as follows. The image pixels 
are scanned through In the original space fUlmg order, A cluster is formed 
whenever N (the maximiim cluster size) pixels have been traversed or a sharp 
edge is encountered, whichever comes earlier. Selective predpitation is then 
p e r f o r m e d within the cluster. The pseudocode is siown below: 
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Given: 
1- maximum cluster size N; 
2. threshold T, 
Algorithm: 
select a space filling curm pattern 
graysum = 0 
c l u s t e r s i z e = 0 
current = c lus ters tar t = 0 
while current < no. of pixel 
begin 
currconv = result of convoluting the negative of 
the Laplacian of the Gaussian filter 
to the image input [] with 
input [current] (current pixel) 
as the centre. 
^raysum ® graysm + [current] 
c l u s t e r s i z e = c lus ters ize + I 
if abs(currconir«lasti:0ii^)>T or clustersize>M 
begin 
perform selective precipitation with parameters 
grayiiiim, islu^ttrsize and c lus ters tart , 
c lus tars ize = 0 
c la s ter start = ctirreat 
end 
lastconv = currconv 
current = current + 1 
end 
pigU r e 3.5(d) shows the cross dithere«J by this improved filling curve method 
(witlx adaptive clustering and selective precipitation). The maximum cluster size 
N is set to 9 pixels. Our new algorithm completely eliminates all blurting of sharp 
edges in this example. There are more samples produced by our algorithm with 
N=9 and T=0.012，they are Figure 3.11(d), 3.12(d), 3.13(d) and 3J4(d). Notice 
those small details in the background of F16 factory image (Figure 3.13(d)) can 
be seen quite clearly. AEof them retain sharp edges that would have been blurred 
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using selective precipitation alone. They look sharper than the corresponding 
images produced by the clustered-dot space filling curve halftoning method. 
Moreover, the algorithm would not break dusters into subclusters when the 
image contains only gradual intensity change, hence maximizing the clustering 
capability. 
Signal \ ^^ r 
Figure 33: The upper curve is the ID input gray scale image signal. The lower 
curve is the corresponding convoluti棚 result after applying the ID negative of 
the Laplacian of Gaussian filter. 
The sensitivity of the edge detection filter also affects the resulting halftone 
iimage. We control this with a user-defined threshold T (Figure 3.9). This value 
can also be determined automatically using the technique presented in [SCHL91], 
A lower threshold would allow more edges to be detected and results in poten-
tially smaller cluster sizes. The effect is demonstrated in Figure 3,15, 
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Figure 3.15(a) is the teapot image ditiered by the clustered-dot space filling 
curve method with a 55-pixel cluster. Figure 3J5(b), 3J5(c) and 3.15(d) are 
images dithered by our improved algorithm using T=1G0，T=0.08 and T=0.012 
respectively. All of them use a maximum cluster size N of 55 pixels. The smaller 
the T is, the more edges are detected. Hence more small details are visible. 
3.4 Comparison With Other Methods 
The resultant halftone images created using various methods are shown in Fig-
ure 3,11-3,17» The quality improvement resulted from our enhanced methods is 
promising. 
3.4.1 Low Resolution Observations 
Figiife 3.10 and Figure 3.11 show dithered images of a cat using various halfton-
ing methods. Images produced by ordered dither (Figure 3J0)fb), original erf or 
diffusion (Figure 3J0(c)) and dot diffusion (Figure 3.10(d)) all produced some 
forms of artifacts. Ordered dither and dot dlfFnmon generate periodic regular 
patterns, while error diffusion produqes saake-like patterns. Oil the other hand, 
images dithered by space filling cmr^e halftoning methods reduce artifacts. Fig-
ure 3.11(a) is dithered using dispersed-dot space filing curve halftoning method 
(cluster size = 1 pixel)，while Pignre 3.11(b) is dithered by clustered-dot space 
filling curve halftonmg method with cluster size = 9 pixels, Oae can notice 
that the image dithered by large cluster is excessively blurred- Notice that the 
tongue, the ear, the detail on the forehead and the whisker in Figure 3.11(b) can-
not be seen clearly, Images dithered by both selective precipitation and adaptive 
clustering preserve more details than those dithered with selective precipitation 
alone. This argument is verified by Figure 3.13(d), where the original grayscale 
contains many small (fetalis. 
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3.4.2 High Resolution Printing Results 
Figure 3.16 and 3.17 show results af printing on a 600 dpi printer. The halftone 
images are created respectively using ordered dither (order 4x4)，error diffusion, 
the clustered-dot space filling curve method (N=15) and our improved version 
with both adaptive clustering and selective precipitation (N=15, T=0.012)‘ The 
quality of our images Is dearly superior than the cltistered-dot space filling curve 
method and more subtle details that are smoothed out in the ordered dither 
version are also visible. 
The excessive darkening of images by error diffusion is apparent from these 
outputs. The artifact of usiffig ordered dither to distribute the errors is also 
demonstrated by the appearance rf* cleEt bands (false contours) on the gray 
scale ramp in Figure 3.17(a), 
3.4.3 Analytical Comparisa^x 
Gibbs Model 
Geist propcBes the me of a maximum-entropy GibBs measure as an objective 
indicator of the quality of dithered images. The mathematical details can be 
found in [GEIS93]. WE do not go into the detalkd derivations, but p re se t only 
how the measure is calculated. 
For each pixel, we calculate two terms. The first term represents tlie correla， 
tion between the individual ditbered pixel and the underlying grayscale intensity. 
It is formulated as (1 一 2购)(2^ _ 1)，where V{ is the gray mine of the pixel 
in the original grayscale image and wt- is the dithered pixel with value 0 or 1. 
The second term represents the correlation of the neighbourhood of the dithered 
pixel and tke neighbourhood of the corresponding grayscale pixel. This term is 
formulated as f(i7j)(l — 2 购)（1 where i is the current dithered pixel and 
j i s i t s neighbour. Geist suggested that pixels inside a circle of radius 5 pixels of 
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the current pixel are considered as neighbours. The computational energy E(0) 
of a dithered image is the sum of above two terms of all pixels, Hence it is, 
n—1 1 n—1n—1 
Z 4=0 i=0 
where 
— _ J ~f(hj) if i, j are neighbors, 上 ij =�i«‘ = \ 
\ 0 otherwise, 
h = (2K - i) (3.1) 
9i = (2wi - 1) (3.2) 
We have measured results generated by our improved algoritlim usixig the 
Gibbs mea^tire. The values E{0) of all dithered images am shown in Table 3.1, 
Notice that the more negative E(0) is, the better the quality of the dithered 
image is. Attiong all kalftonmg algorithm，error diffusion has the lowest energy. 
However, it does not have clustering ability. The worst is the ordered dither, 
even though it suppotts clustering. 
As the cluster size increases, E{B) increases, heace the quality decreases. In 
each of four samples, we get a lower E(0) when we perform selective precipita-
tion. Tire exmt^ is furlter lowered when adaptive clustering is also performed. 
Among the various space filling curve based algorithms? our Improved method 
磁ves the best results. Moreover, our method performs even better than the 
ordered dither, which has clustering ability. 
Table 3.2 shows the computational energy when using different threshold T. 
As the threshold decreases，the filter is more sensitive to edges and more edges 
are preserved，hence the image quality increases. 
Total Perimeter of Black Regions 
Anotlier quantity which we have adopted as a measure of the susceptibility to 
smudging is the total perimeter of black regions in the ditkered image. The 
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Ordered Error Dispersed- Cfcstered- Improved Improved 
dithered diffusion dot space dot space us- iis-
(4 X 4 fill- fill- ing selec- ing selec-
kernel) ing curve ing ctirve tive pre- tive pre-
halftoning halftoning eipitation cipitation 
method metliod (N芸9) and adap-




Cat -24661 -27206 -26150 -24Q35 -25398 -26292 
(Fig. 3.11(a)) 
F14 -17164 -21000 -19391 -17145 -18118 -18872 
(Fig. 3.12(a)) 
F16 factory -22904 -28095 - 2 4 細 -16712 -22606 -26472 
(Fig. 3.13(a)) ！ 
Teapot -17763 «21712 -20178 -17278 -18717 -19143 
(Fig. 3.14(a) j L _ 
Table 3.1: Computational energy E(0) of different samples dithered by different 
algorithms. 
Original space I m p w M 翁龜 Improved with Improved with 
filling curve selec- selec- selec-
halftoning tive predpita- tive precipita- tive precipita-
method with, tion and adap- tion and adap- tion and adap-
M=55. tive tbe tive cluster-
clustering wiii clustering with ing with N=55, 
IT-55，T=100, N=55, T=0,08> T二0,012. 
T e a pot ^3317 :l6056 ^6448 -17513 — 
(Fig. 3.14(a)) 
Table 3.2: Computational energy E(0) of ditkered images dithered witi different 
threshold T. 
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total perimeter is the mimber of pixel edges between one black and one white 
pixel. The smudging error should be roughly proportional to this total perimeter 
(The geometry of the perimeter would also affect the amount of smudging. We 
have not taken into account of this factor for simplicity). The smaller the total 
perimeter is, the weaker the effect of smudging of printed dots is. Table 3.3 shows 
total perimeters of images dithered by various halftoning methods. Among all 
samples, error diffusion produces images with the longest total perimeter. This 
agrees with the fact thatt it suffers from severe smudging (Figure 3.16(b) and 
3.17(b)). The best one (smallest total perimeter) is produced by the space filling 
curve method with sdectiv^ predpitation alone. This is Aue to the increased 
effective cluster size as explained in Secjtioti 3,3.1. Images dithered by space fill-
ing curve halfkmkig md;hod with selective precipitatiDn and adaptive clustering 
have longer total perimeter, since some clusters axe subdivided. However, these 
values are §till comparable to valuei from ofdered dith^f and tibe clustered-dot 
space filling curve method. 1¾½ slows that pdnptiye clustering can generally 
improve the image quality without sacrificing the clustering advantage. 
— “ O r d e r e d Ori卓W Improved Improved 
diffusion dither (4 X 4 spa.ce filling with selec- with selec-
j ternel) cu卿 tive precip- tive precip-
halfton- itation only itation and 
method (W=9) adaptive 
(N 二总） clustering 
with N=9, 
T=q.Q12, 
rfcat 310驳 "20780 21594 17700 22344 “ 
~Yu 4691S 40398 “ 38975 33958 — 38124 
F16 factory "45157 35826 38795 32913 41239 
T e a p o t 48494 31963 34259 29501 31652 
Table 3.3： Total perimeter of different samples dithered by different algorithms. 
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mm 
H E 照 職 y ^ ^ ^ B H H 
• • 
(c) , � 
Fignre 3.10: (a) Original 256 x 256 gray scale cat. (b) 256 x 256 Ordered dithered 
image applying matrix D. (c) Cat image dithered by eftot diffusion, (d) Cat 
image dithered by dot diffusion. 
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Figure 3.11: (a) Dithered by space filling curve halftoning method with no 
clustering (I-pixel dmster). (b) Ditheted by space filling curve Wftoning method 
with a cluster size N of 9 pixels, (c) Dithered by the same process as previous 
figure, except this image go through an additional selective precipitation process, 
(d) Dithered by space filling curve halftoning method plus selective precipitation 
and adaptive clustering with M二9, T-0J12 . 
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1 難 





msm^ ： 激 
• 圓 
(c) � 
Figure 3.12: (a) 256 X 256 gray scale image of F14. (b) Dithered by the clustered-
dot space filling curve halftoning method. The bands on the ground liave totally 
lost, (c) After selective precipitation process, (d) After selective precipitation 
and adaptive clustering with N=9, T=0.012. Notice that the vertical bands on 
the ground are dearly visible, 
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國 
m m 
^ (c) (d) 
Figwe a , l l ： (a) 256 x 256 gray scale image of F16 factory, (b) Dithered by 
the clustered-dot space filling curve halftoning method, (c) After selective pm^ 
cipitation. (d) After selective precipitation and adaptive clustering with N=9， 
T=Q.Q12. 
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_ _ 
(e) � 
Figure 3,14: (a) 256 x 256 gray scale image of teapot, (b) Dithered by the 
clustered-dot space filling curve halftonmg method (c) After selective pre-
cipitation. (d) After selective precipitation and adaptive clustering with N=i， 
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_ _ 
••• ... 墓 
‘ (a) ‘ (b) 
_ _ 
(c) (d) 
Figure 3,15: (a) Dithered by ckstered-dot space filling curve halftoning method 
with cluster size=55. (b) Dithered by improved space filling curve halftoning 
method with N二55，T=100. That is detect no 专dge at all, only selective pre-
cipitation. (c) Dithered by improved space filling curve halftoning method with 
N 二 5 5 T二0.08. (d) Dithexed by improved space fiilrng ctifve halftoning method 
with K=55,T二0.012. 
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Figure 3,16： The cat image printed on a 600 dpi printer using different halftoning 
methods, (a) Ordered dither, (b) Error diffusion, (c) Original space filling cufve 
(N=15) (d) Selective precipitation and! adaptive clustering (N—15, T«0»Q11} 
H H H H 
i i^pijg^ifjfi ^ p i ^ p ^ ^ 
(c) (d) 
Figure 3.17: A test image with gradually changing gray values printed oil a 600 
dpi printer using different halftoning methods, (a) Ordered dither, (b) Error 
diffusion, (c) Original space filllag curve (1=15) (d) Selective precipitation and 
adaptive clustering (N=15，T二0.012) 
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Conclusion and Future Work 
In this chapter, we draw some conclusions on the two topics discussed previously. 
Futitte works are also stated* 
4.1 The Modelling of Natural Imperfections 
The use of traditional textttte mapping to create the appearance of blemiilied 
surfaces requires a lot of mamial adjustment m d is difficult to apply to irreg-
ularly shaped objects. The possible distortions during the mapping process 
further complicate the composition of the desired texture. Furthermore, the 
distribution of blemishes on different parts of an object cannot be automatically 
deduced, 
The new framework proposed in tHs thesis requires only a few parameters 
to control the overall effect of blemishes. T i e ovari i appearance can be con-
trolled by placing a few imperfection ！sources aromd the object. Small details 
are automatically generated accor<Jang to geometrical informations. Hence the 
user is freed from detail adju^tmemts. The separation of the tendency value 
calculation from the generation of the final blemish pattern provides the free-
dom to switch pattern generation m^lliods. Solid texturing is used to generate 
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blemished patterns due to its simplicity and efficiency. 
We have applied the framework to the modelling of dust accumulation and 
scratching. Some convincitig images are resulted. Moreover, the proposed ten-
dency function can be efficiently computed. This can be seen from our imple-
mentations: we have implemented the model as a texture module of a ray tracer. 
Although the teixdancy value is calculated during rendering, the calculations do 
not slow down the rendering process significantly. If the generated patterns are 
stored as texture maps for subsequent use, the rendering process can be speed 
up further. 
As the number of abstract imperfect ion sources increases, the calculation of 
tendency value of each surface point may increase, This may not cause serious 
problem becatis^ each object usually has a only few private (or local) imperfec-
tion sources associates with it. The Imperfection sources of one object cannot 
affect another object. TWs is quite different from the case of light source. All 
light sources defined* shoiald be global to all objects in the ©nvironment. 
In the future, other imperfect ions 5 like mcwald and rust, can be implemented 
using the proposed framework, A program that allows placing the imperfection 
sources interactively and storing the resultant pattern as texture map worth 
implementing. 
To generate more realistic dmst patterns, m anisotropic1 reflection model 
[KAJI85, CABE87, WARD92, WEST92] seems promising. A natural phenomenon 
which is quite simila;r to dust accumulation is SHOW accumulation. However, 
snow has significant volume. The next step we want to ta^ke would be to model 
precipitations with volume. 
iThe term anisotropic is opposite to the term isotropic. An anisoferopifi surface has different 
surface proper t i e s (e.g. reflection) when it is viewed from different direction* 
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4.2 An Improved Space Filling Curve Halfton-
ing Technique 
We have proposed two methods, selectt^e precipitation and adaptive cluster-
ing, to improve the dustered-dot space filing curve halftoning method. The 
images obtained from our improved method appear sharper than that from the 
clustered-dot space filling curve method. The sharpness is achieved without any 
form of pre-filtering. T'S.e qualities of the resultant images are also compared 
analytically using a Gibbs energy measure and total perfmeter of black regions 
in the dithered image. These two measures demonstrate that our improved 
method does result in better quality halftones without a corresponding increase 
in susceptibility to printing smttdge. 
The improved techniques can be applied to the serial clustered-dot space 
filling curve method as well as the parallel version (space diffusion) proposed by 
Zhang [ZHAN93]. 
Our method still inherits some disadvantages of tlie space filling curve based 
halftoning 脚 thod . The method requires mqre memory to store the whole image 
due to the irregular traterml of space filling curve. This can be worked around if 
we store pixels of the image in the order df the space filling curve traversal. This 
requires additional conversion frpni traditional image storing format. Moreover, 
a special display method is also required to display the converted images. 
Clustering black pixels for output reduces the occurrence of smudging df 
printed dots. This is a rather passive approach. It has a disadvantage that 
different portion of the image may have different intensity error, since the amount 
of smudging is different. A more aggressive approach is to compensate the 
intensity error due to smudging. We will do more research along this direction 
in the future. 
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